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This fourth issue of Consumed marks 
my last as Editor-in-Chief, and signals 
the final three months of my role as 
Communications Coordinator for the 
section. The two years I’ve spent in this 

role have been immensely enriching and rewarding for me. I value how serving 
the section in this way has made me more connected to all of you, and to the 
diversity of fascinating and important research you conduct. And, I’m proud 
that we now have an excellent communications team in place that keeps you 
updated on our section happenings and relevant news via our social media 
platforms, our section website, and with this publication. This team has worked 
hard to grow our public face, and I want to take a moment to mark some of 
our significant achievements over the last two years.  
 
Since August 2013 our number of Facebook fans has grown by over 250 
percent. Though we certainly have room for growth on this platform, it’s great 
that we now regularly reach a monthly audience in the low hundreds. Our 
section website pulls in a monthly average of over 360 views, and in 2014, 
people from 77 countries—spanning all continents of the globe—visited our site. 
 
This is great news not only for our section, but in terms of the promise that our 
research holds to productively address the social, economic, and 
environmental problems related to consumption that plague our world. So, I 
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Waiting for a friend in the fitting room at Uniqlo’s “global flagship store” in 
SoHo, New York this spring, I saw how popular the Japanese chain’s 
products are with all kinds of consumers. Spanish-speaking families with 
teenage children, a Chinese-speaking couple with a toddler, and an 
enormous number of twenty-something women were all shopping for 
summer clothes. Many brought an armful of garments into the fitting room. 

Yet when they walked out, they left most items behind with the attendant, 
who patiently folded them into the perfect rectangles that shoppers expect to find on shelves. Between 
customers’ entrances and exits, the attendant swept the floor and checked the rooms for tidiness, as well as for 
companions who may have strayed in, despite his warnings. “I’ll get in trouble with the protection services,” the 
employee told me, “if they find these people have come in.” 

Routine consumption spaces give us a lot to think about these days. First, the universal appeal of fast fashion. 
Uniqlo has more than 1,000 stores around the world, is opening new stores in Colorado and Canada, and aims, 
according to articles in business media, to dominate the market for low-priced, casual but classically-styled 
clothing in the U.S. and Japan, if not globally. Though Uniqlo’s business model reminds me a lot of The Gap’s 
and Benetton’s rapid expansion during the 1980s, with control over all stages of the production chain, from 
sourcing from partners in low-wage countries to tasking employees with sweeping the fitting room floor, the 
company was the first to open “branded” stores in Japan, in 1974. But I wonder whether Uniqlo’s star will also 
fade in time, a victim of changing consumer demand, unsatisfactory products, or falling dividends. 

Spending an hour in the fitting room gave me time to think about the employees who occupy the 
“downstream” links in the production chain. On average, Uniqlo’s sales associates in the U.S. earn between $10 
and $11 an hour, which is $1.50 more than the hourly minimum wage set by New York State. Yet this is $3 to $5 
below the minimum wage endorsed by advocates in New York City, including Mayor Bill de Blasio, and $1 less 
than the minimum wage proposed for New York City workers by governor Andrew Cuomo, who spoke at a 
recent rally for fast-food workers in the city. 

Most lower-level retail store employees in New York are young members of ethnic and racial minority groups. 
Many of my undergraduates do this kind of work to pay their way through college, working too many hours—on 
their employers’ demand—to get good grades. And a report by the National Employment Law Project finds 
that most U.S. workers who earn less than $15 an hour are predominantly women engaged in service work, also 
African Americans and Latinos. 

Like Nike and other transnational brands, Uniqlo produces, for the most part, in China. One of its Chinese 
partners, which has worked with the company since 1997, also operates factories in Vietnam, Cambodia and 
Myanmar. So the price of the $13 T-shirt I find in the SoHo store is kept low by harsh working conditions, low 
wages, and badly compensated overtime throughout Southeast Asia—conditions that the company has 
promised to change. 

As sociologists, we are professionally fascinated by the structural inequalities and institutional arrangements that 
support mass consumption, and morally bound to teach our students about them. Our courses connect well 
with the rest of the sociology curriculum, as well as with growing concern among young adults about 
unemployment, wage levels, and corporate ethics. 

Using stages of the production chain to organize a course on the sociology of consumption enables students to 
integrate their observations as both low-wage service employees and low-price shoppers. They can begin to 

We Speak Uniqlo 

Sharon Zukin,  
Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center 
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hope that as Beth DuFault takes over as your newly-appointed Communications Coordinator, you will continue 
to support our collective change-making mission by giving this wonderful team the opportunity to promote you 
and your research. They are ready and eager to do so, and I can’t wait to see what they bring us in the 
coming year. 
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Erin Metz McDonnell Wins Distinguished Scholarly Publication Award 

The awards committee of the ASA Section on Consumers and Consumption is 
extremely pleased to announce that this year’s recipient of the section’s 
Distinguished Scholarly Publication is Erin Metz McDonnell, Kellogg Assistant Professor 
of Sociology at University of Notre Dame.  

McDonnell's article, “Budgetary Units: A Weberian Approach to Consumption,” 
published in American Journal of Sociology, brings back into sociological attention 
the “budgetary unit” as Weber’s primary ideal type social organization for 
consumption. Budgetary units focus on the social unit, rather than the individual, as 

a primary site of consumption. This enables researchers to sociologically examine consumption, not just as 
individual behavior in market spaces and identity signaling to strangers, but as an ongoing negotiation among 
budgetary unit members that precedes and transcends any given retail purchase. Budgetary units thereby 
intervene in the consumption literature by focusing on how “relatively durable social units make consumption 
decisions in which multiple actors simultaneously seek to have desires met, and status accumulation is but one 
social motivation among many.” McDonnell raises questions of far-reaching sociological importance, including 
how socially organized consumption mediates the relationship of individual to the market, accentuating or 
attenuating disparities. 

Committee Chair: John Lang, Occidental College 
Committee Members: Janet Lorenzen, Willamette University; Richard Ocejo, CUNY 
 

 

Zachary Hyde Wins Student Paper Award 

After reviewing many well-written, interesting, and innovative papers, the 
student awards committee of the ASA Section on Consumers and 
Consumption is happy to announce that Zachary Hyde is this year’s 
winner of the Student Paper Award. Zack is a Ph.D. candidate at the 
University of British Columbia. 
 
His paper is entitled, “Omnivorous Gentrification: Restaurant Reviews and 
Neighborhood Change in the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver,” and 
was published in City and Community (vol 13(4): 341-359). Zack’s paper 

picks up themes of urbanization, consumption, and gentrification 
pioneered by earlier research, and interweaves them with sociological 
literature on culture, food, and authenticity. More specifically, the paper examines the case of the downtown 
East Side in Vancouver--an area that paradoxically contains some of Canada’s poorest citizens, along with 
some of Vancouver’s hippest new restaurants. By studying restaurant reviews, Zack creatively identifies the 
interplay between patterns of urban gentrification, culinary authenticity, and ethical entrepreneurialism. 
 
Committee Chair: Patricia Arend, Fitchburg State University 
Committee Members: Dan Cook, Rutgers University; Josée Johnston, University of Toronto 

Credit: Lily Ivanova 
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see a common interest with the person who sits at a sewing machine in Ningbo, China to produce their Uniqlo 
T-shirt. Discussing this with other members of the class, they may develop their voice to demand new laws and 
new business models. 

Yet regardless of how much they learn, the corporate titans of transnational brands are always moving forward. 
While I teach Brooklyn College students to be wary of $13 T-shirts, Nike is opening a “community store” not far 
away. This new format promises that the store’s employees will volunteer to do community service, especially 
with young people. To do this work, Nike is offering part-time jobs which may be appealing to students…even if 
they also have to sweep the fitting-room floor.  
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Yaniv Ron-El, The University of Chicago 
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Frederick Wherry, Chair-
Elect of the Section on 
Consumers and 
Consumption, is Professor 
of Sociology and Co-
Director of the Center for 
Cultural Sociology at Yale 
University. Fred serves also 
as a council member of 
the Section on Economic 
Sociology, and as the ASA 
representative on the 
policy board of the Journal 
of Consumer Research. His current research, 
with Kristin Seefeldt and Anthony Alvarez, is 
funded by the Behavioral Economics Program 
at the Russell Sage Foundation. Together, they 
are investigating how low- and moderate-
income households, and people who lack bank 
accounts, become integrated (or not) into 
mainstream financial systems. 

Wherry’s prior research includes ethnographic 
investigations of value generation in artisanal 
production, the use of arts and culture in 
neighborhood transformation, and place-
based narrations of value in the global 
economy. He is the General Editor of a four-
volume work, The Sage Encyclopedia of 
Economics and Society; the author of three 
books, The Culture of Markets, The Philadelphia 
Barrio, and Global Markets and Local Crafts; 
and the author of numerous articles. He is also 
co-editor of The Cultural Wealth of Nations, with 
Nina Bandelj. With Viviana Zelizer and Nina 
Bandelj, he is co-editing a new volume, Money 
Talks (under contract, Princeton University Press). 
With Jennifer Lena and Great Hsu, Wherry will 
edit a new book series at Stanford University 
Press on Culture and Economic Life. What 
follows is a conversation I had with Wherry 
about his career to date, and goals for the 
future. 

Yaniv: In your impressive career, you have 
written extensively on economic sociology, 
often from a cultural perspective. How do you 
see the relationship between these two 
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established fields, and the 
sociology of consumers 
and consumption? And 
considering that we are the 
youngest section in the 
ASA, what are the promises 
and the challenges for our 
field? 

Fred: It may seem like a 
young section, but it 

actually has some long 
roots. In the first two editions 

of The Handbook of Economic Sociology, Viviana 
Zelizer and Paul DiMaggio called for consumption 
to be a critical research area for economic 
sociologists. Zelizer has long been my mentor, and 
I have benefited from my talks with DiMaggio 
since my graduate school years at Princeton. So, it 
feels like an enormous opportunity, finishing up 
now a three-year term on the Council of the 
Economic Sociology section while assuming my 
new role as Chair of the Consumers and 
Consumption Section. I can see something in that 
early call that is coming to fruition. 

Additionally, people like Dan Cook have been 
working for a long time to keep the network of 
consumer studies going. And at the same time, 
the study of consumption has also been well 
supported by our colleagues in the culture 
section. For example, the works of Jennifer Smith 
Maguire, and the recent work by Ashley Mears on 
the fashion industry come to mind. I happen to 
wear the hat of co-director of the Center for 
Cultural Sociology at Yale, where Jeffrey 
Alexander has emphasized social performances 
and the “characters” populating market dramas. 

In short, I find a lot of allies in Cultural Sociology, a 
lot of allies in Economic Sociology, and I also find 
a lot of people who don’t fit either side, and who 
are key-members of the consumption group. 

Yet, we know that knowledge doesn’t just 
accumulate on its own. Like any garden, it 
requires cultivation. Our challenge is to map the 
field based on the work being done, and to 

Credit: Michael Marsland 
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establish the theoretical antecedents guiding the work. There are neo-Marxists and Weberians 
among us. George Ritzer and Sharon Zukin have shown how consumption can be managed with dire 
consequences for human thriving. Juliet Schor has shown just how organized the shaping of 
preferences can be, from cradle to grave. But, there are also neo-Durkheimians concerned with 
consumption as a set of meaningful social performances whose motivations and consequences are 
not so easy to predict. (I am more of that ilk.) Our challenge is to specify how we are drawing on 
these founding ideas and traditions, and how we are using core sociological concepts to understand 
consumption. 

Yaniv: In the context of consumption we sometimes hear of the need to turn away from the 
"productive bias.” It seems that your intellectual biography demonstrates such a shift. You started 
with studying artisanal production, and then, in your book about the Barrio, you looked at aspects of 
branding and consumption. What is your opinion on the interaction of production and consumption? 

Fred: Rather than talking about the productive bias, I wonder whether we can focus on how 
demand is produced. That way, the “productivists” can be who they are, but still contribute to the 
dialogue. We can also think through the meaningful experiences that consumers have, even in 
situations of exploitation. People don’t stop acting creatively, subversively, or counter-intuitively just 
because they are oppressed in one way or another. People draw on and create collectively shared 
meanings. Sometimes they are duped; sometimes they suffer class-privileged defeats; but they are 
usually making sense of it, finding a way to affirm who they are, and where they are. And demand 
itself results in part from the teams of intermediaries who muddle through meaningful strategies 
promoting behavior change. To manipulate demand means that one needs to understand why and 
how those behaviors are generated among consumers and those they care for. 

Yaniv: What directions do you predict for the field of sociology of consumption in the coming years? 

Fred: Advertising and marketing will be critical areas of inquiry for us in the coming years. I see two 
different moves underway: just as economic sociologists were swept up in Departments of 
Management and Organizations at business schools, sociologists of consumption will increasingly find 
themselves entering Marketing Departments (anthropologists are already employed there, but 
sociologists have an advantage in our range of methods and our ability to translate across a number 
of social science fields). At the same time, there will also be a strong and healthy pushback with the 
strengthening of critical perspectives on consumption, marketing, and advertising. 

The time is coming for the Sociology of Consumers and Consumption to develop new, updated 
programmatic statements, and to gather together for a new Handbook marking the field’s contours. 
I think that will happen in the next five years. To get there, we will need strategy. So what we don’t 
want to do is to rob ourselves of the variety of approaches we already take in our studies of 
consumption. 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for the latest section news and 
announcements from members, and visit our website to stay up to date on all 
things Consumers and Consumption. 
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Nicki Lisa Cole and Kjerstin Gruys Are Thinking  
and Working Outside the Academic Box 

Sarah Cappeliez, University of Toronto 
 

Kjerstin Gruys is a Thinking Matters fellow at Stanford University and a 
postdoctoral fellow at the Clayman Institute for Gender Research at Stanford 
University. Her research evolved from a personal interest in body image and 
beauty, and examines the relationship between physical appearance and 
social inequality. 

Nicki Lisa Cole is probably best known to Consumed’s readers as the founding 

editor-in-chief of our section’s newsletter, but this is only one of her many hats. In 
addition to blogging, writing and researching for a number of publications, Nicki 
is currently a Research Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Studies on Science, 
Technology and Society in Graz, Austria. She is working on a book about the popularity and hidden 
costs of Apple products. 

I recently corresponded with both about what it means to practice public sociology as researchers 
who study consumption. Kjerstin’s path shows how engagement with public sociology can evolve 
from a personal journey or struggle into a strong research program, and eventually, into a more 
critical and publicly engaged form of sociology. For Nicki, the decision to move toward public 
sociology appeared early and consciously, and for her constitutes involvement with a broad 
spectrum of sociologically and socially motivated questions and issues. 

Their thoughtful responses to questions I posed show us how sociology can reach beyond the 
academy when it is made relevant and accessible to broad and diverse audiences, as well as when 
it is impactful, open and change-inducing. What follows is a conversation that transpired over e-mail. 

Sarah: How does your work engage the public? 

Kjerstin: In addition to my "purely" academic writing, I also maintain a blog, Mirror, Mirror Off the Wall, 
where I merge my scholarly interests with more mainstream interests. Sometimes a great research 
project idea emerges, or becomes more refined from this type of writing. For example, I recently co-
wrote a blog essay on gender bias in student evaluations, which is helping me understand and frame 
a new research project around a growing literature on student evaluations of professors. 

Nicki: While completing my Ph.D., I felt pulled strongly toward writing about social problems and their 
possible solutions for a general reading audience, because I felt frustrated that so much of what we 
do as sociologists never reaches the public realm. So, I started a blog that I considered a public 
sociology magazine, 21st Century Nomad. This allowed me to develop a new writing voice and style, 
a following, and platform on which to grow other freelance work. 

Now, I am the Sociology Expert for About.com, where I have complete editorial control and reach 
an audience of over 100,000 per month. As a working writer, I share my research and perspective via 
paid freelance writing for news outlets like Truthout and CounterPunch. The book I am writing about 
the popularity and hidden costs of Apple products will be published with a trade press for wide 
distribution. I also maintain active professional Facebook and Twitter accounts where I share my 
writing, and a mixture of serious and sassy observations on social life. Anyone interested can find all of 
my writing freely available on my website and on Academia.edu. 

Sarah: What are some ways that you have been able to expand your scholarly work so that it bridges 
academic pursuits and activist or public sociology ones? 

Credit: The Goodness, 
www.thegoodness.co.uk 
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Kjerstin: The easiest answer to this question is that 

I wrote a trade book in 2013, called Mirror, Mirror 
Off the Wall: How I Learned to Love My Body by 
Not Looking at It for a Year, which is, essentially, 
a sociologically-informed memoir of a year I 
spent avoiding mirrors. Although this was mostly 
a personal journey, the book is framed around 
sociological, historical and psychological 
research and theories. [Editorial note: Kjerstin is 
also involved with the organization About-Face, 
which educates and supports young women 
and girls to deal with media messages that 
affect the body and self-esteem.] 

Nicki: Well, I abandoned the traditional notion of 
scholarly work and the standard academic 
career path, and reconceived what it means to 
be a sociologist (for me). Now, I use my 
sociological training and expertise to conduct 
intellectually informed research, but I present it in 
forms that are consumable by the general 
reading public. I consider this a form of activism, 
because my work is designed to engage the 
public in thinking critically about their consumer 
relationship to social problems, and to 
encourage them to move away from identifying 
as consumers. Instead, I hope to encourage 
readers to identify as politically engaged citizens 
who have a responsibility to hold governments 
and corporations accountable. As part of my research, I network with and interview activists focused 
on issues central to my topic, and I include their perspectives in my writing. I have joined research 
and advocacy groups related to my areas of expertise, including Good Electronics and Electronics 
Watch, and am networked with China Labor Watch and Students and Scholars Against Corporate 
Misbehavior. 

Sarah: Any words of wisdom or recommendations to those wanting to expand their work to include 
more activism or public sociology, or to make their work more relevant to the public? 

Kjerstin: The MOST important thing we can do, as academics, to make our work more relevant to the 
public is to hold our academic writing to a standard that prioritizes accessibility over "sounding smart 
by using bigger words." I think many scholars – both authors and readers – would love this, but we 
need to get journal editors on board too. 

Nicki: I believe that sociological work is only as effective as the size of audience it reaches, or the 
population it impacts. So long as it is confined to academic journals and the limited population 
served by higher education, it fails in what I believe is its moral imperative to play a meaningful role in 
addressing social problems, informing social change, and empowering the public to make it. This 
work can take a variety of forms and happen in a wide array of spaces. It can manifest in 
government and policy settings; in community engagement and service; as on-the-street activism; 
teaching; writing; and reaching a wide audience through media that is publicly accessible. (Paywalls 
are anti-democratic and counter-revolutionary!) Certainly there are many other ways. What's 
important is to keep in mind the bigger picture of social problems and social change 

 

An Upcoming Opportunity 

The Child and Teen Consumption (CTC) 
community is accepting submissions for the 7th 
Child and Teen Consumption conference, April 
7-29, 2016, hosted by Aalborg University. The 
conference theme is Child and Teen 
Consumption: Cultural Contexts, Relations and 
Practices. Submissions should focus on how we 
can understand the contexts, relations and 
practices in which child and teen consumption is 
embedded. The organizing committee 
welcomes empirical studies or new theoretical 
and methodological approaches, particularly 
through the voices of children and teens 
themselves, but also through their parents, 
markets, institutions, media, and historical 
perspectives. Abstracts of original work have a 
maximum 1000 word limit and must contain a 
separate brief abstract of 50 words. Submissions 
should explain the use of methods, theory and 
contribution of the work to the topic area. For 
additional information, and to submit abstracts, 
visit the conference website. Deadline for 
submission is September 1, 2015. 
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The annual ASA meeting in Chicago is fast approaching! The meeting will take place from August 22-
25 at the Hilton Chicago and the Hilton Palmer House. Login to the online conference portal to 
register and review the preliminary program. Discounted pre-registration is available until July 8th. 
 
Events of Interest Include... 
 
Saturday, August 22 (all locations TBA) 
10:30 AM - 12:10 PM 
Film Screening: Consumerism and the Limits to Imagination 
Consumer capitalism dominates our economy, our politics, and our culture, even though a growing 
body of research suggests it may be well past its sell-by date. In this illustrated presentation based on 
his latest critically acclaimed book, media scholar Justin Lewis makes a compelling case that 
consumer capitalism can no longer deliver on its promise of enhancing quality of life, and argues 
that changing direction will require changing our media system and our cultural environment. After 
showing how consumer capitalism has become economically and environmentally unsustainable, 
Lewis explores how our cultural and information industries make it difficult to envision other forms of 
human progress by limiting critical thinking, and keeping us locked in a cycle of consumption. He 
argues that change will only be possible if we take culture seriously, and transform the very way we 
organize our media and communications systems. (43 mins.) 
 
Monday, August 24 
8:30-10:10 AM 
Section Session: New Research on Consumers and Consumption 
Presider and Discussant: Michaela DeSoucey, North Carolina State University 

• “From Ghetto to Global: Two Local Shopping Streets in New York City” 
Sharon Zukin and Philip Kasinitz, City University of New York 

• “Patanjali to Lululemon's Gospel of Sweat: Yoga's Transformation from Identity Movement to 
$60 Billion Market” 
Deborah Brown, Shahzad Mumtaz Ansari, and Kamal Munir, University of Cambridge 

• “Gated Consumption, Infant Formula, and China’s Affluent Urban Consumers” 
Amy Hanser, University of British Columbia, and Jialin Camille Li, University of Illinois-Chicago 

• “What's the 'Newport Effect?': Music Festivals, Touring, and Local Scenes” 
Jonathan Wynn and Rodrigo Dominguez Villegas, University of Massachusetts-Amherst 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ASA Annual Meeting 2015 
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10:30 AM-12:10 PM 
Section Session with Body and Embodiment: Consumption and Embodiment: Intersections and 
Identities 
Organizers: Dana Berkowitz, Louisiana State University, and Kjerstin Gruys, University of California, Los 
Angeles 
Presider: Natalie Ingraham, University of California-San Francisco 

• “Im a Tomato: Cochlear Implants and the Rise of Dual Deaf/Hearing Identities” 
Carly Ann Rush, Vanderbilt University 

• “Reinscribing Subculture: Commodification and Boundary Work in Traditional Tattooing” 
David Paul Strohecker, University of Maryland-College Park 

• “Sex Workers and Beauty Pageant Contestants Transforming the Aesthetic Economies Around 
Them” 
Oluwakemi M. Balogun, University of Oregon, and Kimberly Kay Hoang, Boston College 

• “The Paradox of Ease: Producing Embodied Cultural Capital and Reproducing Meritocracy” 
Jessie Luna, University of Colorado-Boulder 

 
10:30-11:30 AM 
Section Session: Roundtables 
Organized by Richard Ocejo, John Jay College, CUNY 
 
Table 1: Food and Shopping 
Presider: Anne DeLessio-Parson, Pennsylvania State University 

• “Food Consumption Patterns of Indian Adolescents in a Globalizing World” 
Nida Shaikh and Solveig Argeseanu Cunningham, Emory University; Shailaja Patil, BLDE 
University Shri BM Patil Medical College; Shiva Halli, Department of Community Health Science, 
University of Manitoba-Winnipeg; Usha Ramakrishnan, Graduate Program in Nutrition and 
Health Sciences 

• “Time-Saving Meals and (Un)Healthy Eating: Ethnoracial and Nativity Group Differences” 
Anne DeLessio-Parson, Pennsylvania State University 

•  “Shopping in Specialized Fair Trade Shops: The World Shop as Ethical Safe Haven” 
Robbe Geysmans and Lesley Hustinx, Ghent University 

 
Table 2: Gender in Domestic and Public Spaces 
Presider: Gabriella V. Smith, University of Virginia 

• “Crafting Gender: Subversive Crafting and the Transgressive Potential of Leisure” 
Gabriella V. Smith, University of Virginia 

• “You Are What You Drink: The Masculinization of Cultural Legitimacy Within the Craft Beer 
Scene” 
Helana Darwin, Stony Brook University, and Michael Kimmel, SUNY-Stony Brook 

• “Domestic Intelligence: Armenian Matrilineal Rituals” 
Carina Karapetian Giorgi 

• “Risking their Lives: Moral, Cultural and Structural Accounts of Counterfeit Alcohol 
Consumption in Contemporary Russia” 
Zoya Kotelnikova, National Research University Higher School of Economics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 
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This semester I had the opportunity to 
conduct some unofficial sociological 
research for a class called Self-Publishing 
for Artists. Our assignment was to create a 
serial publication on a topic of our choice 
so, my magazine, sample, engages with a 
topic that has interested me for some 
time: substance use on college campuses. 

Substance use is a special type of 
consumption that is increasingly prevalent 
on campuses in the U.S.—so much so that 
it is now considered a public health 
problem. According to a survey 
conducted by the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse, 23.9 percent of adults 
between the ages of 18-20 have used an illicit drug during the prior month, and half of all illicit drug 
initiators started with marijuana. 

By reviewing existing literature, I found that the use of substances, especially the use of multiple 
concurrently, is becoming more widespread. I studied this material because I wanted to find out 
what motivates college students to binge drink, smoke weed, and take prescription drugs for 
unsanctioned reasons. But instead, I found that much of the research in the fields of psychiatry, 
psychology, and behavioral sciences tend to pathologize and individualize substance use at the 
expense of considering social causes. I also found that sociological studies on the topic tend to rely 
on these other social sciences to inform their work. As such, many researchers treat substance use as 
an issue of deviance, and focus on individualized reasons for use, failing to recognize that substance 
use is socially situated.  

As a student of the sociology of consumption, it struck me that it could be valuable to unearth the 
social ties and influences surrounding drug use and addiction, as these can be considered issues of 
consumption. So, I set out to do this this semester, and relied on Social Norms Theory to guide me. 

As described by Erich Goode in “The Sociology of Drug Use,” Social Norms Theory allows for the 
careful consideration of the social environments of the user, and the various types of socialization the 
user may encounter, both inside and outside of the educational setting, and how this might affect 
their consumption of drugs. Reflecting this perspective, a 1976 study by Bowker found that perceived 
parental use and perceived parental views towards substance use influenced whether students 
would use while in college. In particular, perceived social acceptance of this type of consumption 
by loved ones was found to positively influence users. This finding was reflected in my interviews too. 
For many, their first time using marijuana or psilocybin (psychedelic mushrooms) was with close 
friends, siblings, or cousins. 

Social Norms Theory allows us to view substance use as a culture in itself built upon groupthink and 
ritualistic practices. One can observe this at my school, Pomona College, which has for decades 
offered its students a scheduled party nearly every night of the week. At these events, which are 
generally well-attended, generous amounts of cheap beer and wine are served to underage 

The Undergraduate Beat: A Critical Look at Substance Use on Campus 
Cortney Anderson, Pomona College 
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students. Additionally, every Wednesday night at midnight, stoners from all the Claremont Colleges 
gather at a clock tower, then go to an ever-changing outdoor destination to light up in company. 
This has been a tradition for years, and to my knowledge, campus safety has never intervened. 
Rituals and traditions like these, centered around the consumption of drugs, allows a substance use 
culture to thrive in this private institution. 

Special events on campus reinforce this substance culture too. Every year for graduation, the college 
plans social gatherings and dinner parties centered around the consumption of alcohol for anxious, 
reminiscing seniors. During graduation weekend, events for the families of graduates will provide 
alcohol and copious amounts of food. And, during the annual Alumni Weekend, just prior to 
graduation, the college carts in cases of beer and wine for a slew of social events, and student 
groups welcome their alumni over libations. Viewed in this light, the prevalence and accessibility of 
alcohol and drugs on campus, provided by the institution, is astounding. 

Through interviews I learned that some students first tried drugs and alcohol in seventh and eighth 
grade, others, high school. For some, graduation from high school, and the transition into college 
serves as a parallel transition into drug habits, as hallucinogens, stimulants, and prescription drugs are 
easy to come by in a concentrated area of young people. Perhaps this is why poly-drug use, or 
multiple substances at once, is on the rise. One man I spoke with admitted to often consuming 
mushrooms with alcohol, marijuana, and tobacco. It seems that the consumption of many drugs at 
once in the company of others is something that reinforces and reproduces a drug culture. 

But maybe it isn’t all bad. I was surprised to find that many of my interviewees referred to each other 
while speaking with me, which illustrates how this type of social consumption can create community. 
One woman said, “I like to ally myself in my mind with others who smoke weed because we generally 
agree on how the world is a fucked up place.” Through consumption, she, like many, aligns herself 
with people who engage in the same consumption habits as she does, and uses the drug and the 
community around it to cope with her dissatisfaction with the world. She also frames it as political, 
saying “It’s like my way of saying ‘Fuck you’ to the system. I’m gonna blow smoke at you, mother-
fucker. That’s all I can do.” This impractical yet rebellious, anti-system mentality seems to be prevalent 
in drug cultures. 

Something that I think connected all my interviewees was their recognition that their consumption of 
drugs was becoming an issue, and simultaneous unwillingness to change. More qualitative research 
should be done on substance use among young people. Research on this topic would illuminate 
how people turn to consumption as a means of coping. Furthermore, sociology has the opportunity 
to influence policy and change commonly held views about substance use as an individual’s 
trouble, rather than a societal issue with (some) social roots. 

Our annual Section Reception will take place on Monday, August 24, 2015 from 6:30 to 8:30 PM at 
The Marq, 60 West Adams Street, in Chicago. This convenient location is just a two-minute walk from 
the Hilton and Palmer House Hotel, where ASA events will take place. The restaurant-bar is located 
on the ground floor of the Marquette Building, a registered historic landmark that was built in 1895, 
and has a fascinating history. In a nice coincidence, the building is owned by the MacArthur 
Foundation. 

The section is happy to provide free appetizers and a cash bar.  

Please confirm your attendance at this event, via this online form, no later than August 1, 2015. 
 

SECTION RECEPTION IN CHICAGO 
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Table 3: High Culture and Inequality 
Presider: Amanda Koontz Anthony, University of Central Florida 

•  “The Symbolic Meaning of Thrift-Store Consumption and Its Implications for Inequality” 
Shelly Steward, University of California-Berkeley 

• “Sustaining the Retail Pilgrimage: Fast Fashion, Authenticity, and the Democratization of Style” 
Amanda Koontz Anthony, University of Central Florida, and Ian M. Taplin 

•  “Cultivating the Eye: Aesthetic Education and Cultural Consumption” 
Jacob Alden Miller, Indiana University 

 
Table 4: Social Movements and Societal Impacts 
Presider: Kristina Kahl, Fort Lewis College 

• “Joel Salatin vs. Soccer Moms: Gender Inequality in the Food System” 
Shelley L. Koch, Emory & Henry College 

• “Socialization and Social Networks: How Space, Place, and Class Influence the Voluntary 
Simplicity Movement” 
Mikell Alexandra Hyman, University of Michigan 

 
Table 5: Stratification and Consumption 
Presider: Noah McClain 

• “Attendance at Museums and Live Theaters: Ethnic Disparities in Highbrow Out-of-the-House 
Leisure Consumption Houston” 
Cristian Luis Parades, University of Texas-Austin 

• “Intersectional Political Consumerism: Investigating African American Consumerism During the 
Chicago Welfare Rights Era” 
Nicole Marie Brown, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

• “Institutional Consumption: How Prisoners in New York State Accomplish Domestic Material 
Practices Around and Through Regulations” 
Noah McClain, Illinois Institute of Technology, and Robert Riggs, New York University 

 
11:30 AM-12:10 PM 
Section Business Meeting 
 
2:30-4:10 PM 
 
Regular Session: Consumers and Consumption 
Organizer: Faye Linda Wachs, California State Polytechnic University 

• “Contextualizing Tastes of Necessity: Understanding the Food Preferences of People of Low 
Socio-Economic Status” 
Michelle Szabo, Shyon S. Baumann, and Josée Johnston, University of Toronto 

• “Economic Constraints on Taste Formation and the True Cost of Healthy Eating” 
Caitlin Daniel, Harvard University 

• “Valuing Fair Trade: Fair Trade Consumption as Gift vs. Market Exchange” 
Mary Beth Finch, Northwestern University 

• “Westerning China?: Chinese Consumption of Western Commodities and Lifestyles” 
Weiwei Zhang 

• “‘Taking Back a Bit of Control’: Managing the Contaminated Body Through Consumption” 
Norah MacKendrick and Lindsay M. Stevens, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers 
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Section Session with Sociology of Culture: Art, Money, and Meaning 
Organizer: Fiona Rose-Greenland, University of Chicago 
Presider: Alexandra Marie Kowalski, Central European University 
Discussant: Erica H. Coslor, University of Melbourne 

• “Art in the Shadows: Producer as Gatekeeper” 
Hannah Linda Wohl, Northwestern University 

• “Picking the Next Art Stars: Curators and Their Social Ties in the Whitney Biennial” 
Fabio Rojas and Peter Lista, Indiana University 

• “Prices for Art by Female and Male Artists of African Descent in the Auction Market” 
Patricia A. Banks, Mount Holyoke 

• “Value Measurement Systems, Professional Narratives and the (un)Making of Market Regimes 
in Twentieth-Century American Advertising” 
Stefan Schwarzkopf, Copenhagen Business School 

 
4:30-6:10 PM 
Section Session: Luxury, Class, and Consumption 
Organizer: Ashley Mears, Boston University 
Presider & Discussant: Jeremy Schulz, University of California-Berkeley 

• “Authenticity is the New Luxury?: Market Myths and the Reproduction of Consumer Culture” 
Jennifer Smith Maguire, University of Leicester 

• “Price and Preference: Interaction and Upselling in the Housing Market” 
Max Besbris, New York University 

• “Repurposing the High Line: Aesthetic Experience and Contradiction in West Chelsea” 
Julia H. Rothenberg, CUNY Queensborough Community College 

 
6:30-8:30 PM 
Section Reception at The Marq! 
See details on page 11. 
 
Tuesday, August 25 
 
10:30 AM-12:10PM 
Culture Section Roundtable: Consumer Studies Network 
Presider: Kate Cairns, Rutgers University—Camden 

• “Social Class, Scarcity and Nutrition Transitions: A Qualitative Study of Pressures Shaping Eating 
Behaviors in Urban Mexico” 
Susan Bridle-Fitzpatrick, Tulane University 

• “‘Vette-ing’ the American Dream: Nostalgia, Social Capital and Corvette Communities” 
Virginia D’Antonio, George Mason University 

• “All Consuming: Using Consumer Culture to Teach Sociological Thinking” 
Kate Cairns, Rutgers University-Camden; Josée Johnston, University of Toronto 

• “New Urbanism, Consumer-Citizenship and the Emerging ‘Eco-habitus’” 
Sergio A. Cabrera, University of Texas at Austin 

• “Household Consumption of Financial Instruments and Wealth Inequality” 
Angelina Grigoryeva, Princeton University 
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Kate Cairns and Josée Johnston published a new article, Choosing Health: Embodied Neoliberalism, 
Postfeminism, and the “Do-Diet”, in Theory and Society. Through a lens of empowerment and health, rather 
than vanity and restriction, this article documents a postfeminist food discourse termed the do-diet that 
reframes dietary restrictions as positive choices, while maintaining an emphasis on body discipline, expert 
knowledge, and self-control. With respect to theory, the analysis demonstrates how the embodied dimensions 
of neoliberalism find gendered expression through postfeminism, and conclude that the do-diet heightens the 
challenge of developing feminist critiques of gendered body ideals and corporeal surveillance, as it promises a 
way of eating that is both morally responsible and personally empowering. 
 
Kate Cairns published a new article, titled The Family behind the Farm: Race and the Affective Geographies of 
Manitoba Pork Production, in Antipode. As increasing toxicity of Manitoba lakes garners public concern, the 
environmental impacts of pork producers have come under scrutiny. In this context, the Manitoba Pork Council 
launched the Family Behind the Farm, a series of advertisements and testimonials featuring pork producers and 
their families. The article examines how this campaign operates affectively to distance the family farm from 
industrial pork production, and argues that the campaign mobilizes pride in the family farm through 
heteronormative and racialized affects of intimacy, tradition, and intergenerational continuity. By analyzing this 
specific case, the paper demonstrates the role of the heteronormative family in reproducing affective 
geographies of whiteness. 
 
Syed Ali and Douglas Hartmann published a new book titled Migration, Incorporation, and Change in an 
Interconnected World. Written in engaging and approachable prose, the book covers the bulk of material a 
student needs to get a good sense of empirical and theoretical trends in the field of migration studies, while 
being short enough that professors can easily build their courses around it without hesitating to assign 
additional readings. Taking a unique approach, Ali and Hartmann focus on what they consider the important 
topics and the potential route the field is going to take, and incorporate a conceptual lens that makes this 
much more than a simple relaying of facts. 
 
Maria Sarita Gaytán published a new book titled ¡Tequila! Distilling the Spirit of Mexico. The book traces how 
and why tequila became and remains Mexico's national drink and symbol. Starting in Mexico's colonial era 
and tracing the drink's rise through the present day, Gaytán encourages us to think critically about national 
symbols, and the ways in which they both reveal and conceal to tell a story about a place, a culture, and a 
people. She also published a new article titled The Transformation of Tequila: From Hangover to Highbrow, in 
the Journal of Consumer Culture. The article examines the evolution of tequila’s reputation – from lowbrow to 
high class – in Mexico and the U.S. Analyzing the content of novels, magazines, newspapers, ads, and song 
lyrics, it argues that the current cachet associated with tequila was influenced by a range of historical, political, 
and economic circumstances within and between Mexico and the U.S. 
 
Daniel Thomas Cook and J. Michael Ryan edited a newly published volume titled The Wiley Blackwell 
Encyclopedia of Consumption and Consumer Studies. With entries detailing key concepts, persons and 
approaches, the book provides definitive coverage of a field that has grown dramatically in scope and 
popularity around the world over the last two decades. The encyclopedia includes over 200 A-Z entries, with a 
list of suggested readings for each entry and cross-references; brings together the latest research and theories 
in the field from international contributors across a range of disciplines; assembles clear and concise expert 
information for scholars, researchers, and students at all levels; and is available as an online platform with 
interactive cross-referencing links and powerful searching and browsing capabilities, or as a single volume in 
print. 
 
Jennifer A. Jordan published a new book titled Edible Memory: The Lure of Heirloom Tomatoes and Other 
Forgotten Foods. How does an apple become an antique and a tomato an heirloom? The book examines the 
ways that people around the world have sought to identify and preserve old-fashioned varieties of produce. In 
doing so, these fruits and vegetables offer a powerful emotional and physical connection to a shared genetic, 
cultural, and culinary past. This deep culinary connection to the past influences not only the foods we grow 
and consume, but the ways we shape and imagine our farms, gardens, and local landscapes. 
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Charles Allan McCoy and Roscoe C. Scarborough’s article, Watching Bad Television: Iconic Consumption, 
Camp, and Guilty Pleasures published in Poetics, was one of the top 25 most downloaded articles of the 
journal in 2015, and was featured on “The Reading List” of The Society Pages. This article examines how people 
watch television programs that the viewers themselves label as “trash,” “stupid,” and “awful.” Viewers employ 
ironic consumption and frame their viewing as a guilty pleasure to consume “bad” television. They also co-
authored a new article titled Moral Reactions to Reality TV: Television Viewers’ Endogenous and Exogenous 
Loci of Morality in the Journal of Consumer Culture. The article examines the negative moral reactions some 
people have to contemporary reality television, and explores the relationship between cultural preferences 
and moral condemnation. The authors contend that when cultural consumption is linked to moral position, a 
strong symbolic boundary is formed that reinforces real-world boundaries amongst social groups. 
 
Max Bebris co-authored a new article titled Effect of Neighborhood Stigma on Economic Transactions in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. The hypothesis of neighborhood stigma predicts that 
individuals who reside in areas known for high crime, poverty, disorder, and/or racial isolation embody the 
negative characteristics attributed to their communities and experience suspicion and mistrust in their 
interactions with strangers. This article provides an experimental test of whether neighborhood stigma affects 
individuals in one domain of social life: economic transactions. To evaluate the neighborhood stigma 
hypothesis, this study adopts an audit design in a locally organized, online classified market, using 
advertisements for used iPhones and randomly manipulating the neighborhood of the seller. Evidence reveals 
that residence in a disadvantaged neighborhood not only affects individuals through mechanisms involving 
economic resources, institutional quality, and social networks but also affects residents through the perceptions 
of others. 
 
Deborah A. Harris co-authored a new book titled Taking the Heat. The book examines how the world of 
professional chefs is gendered, what conditions have led to this gender segregation, and how women chefs 
feel about their work in relation to men. Tracing the historical evolution of the profession, analyzing chef profiles 
and restaurant reviews, and interviewing women chefs, the book reveals a great irony between the present 
realities of the culinary profession and the traditional, cultural associations of cooking and gender. Although 
female chefs may be outsiders in many professional kitchens, participants recount advantages that women 
chefs offer their workplaces and strengths that can help offer women chefs—and women in other male-
dominated occupations—opportunities for greater representation within their fields. 
 
Nicki Lisa Cole will spend a second year as a Research Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Studies on Science, 
Technology, and Society, in Graz, Austria, where her research will be funded by the Manfred Heindler Grant. 
She continues to write as the Sociology Expert for About.com, and has become a regular freelance contributor 
at Truthout, where she recently published articles on the ongoing problem of labor abuses in Apple’s supply 
chain, and the hidden environmental costs of their products. This winter she became a member of Good 
Electronics and Electronics Watch. 
 
Sharon Zukin, Philip Kasinitz, and Xiangming Chen have published a new book titled Global Cities, Local Street. 
Looking at global cities from New York to Shanghai, a dozen locally-based researchers show how 
neighborhood shopping streets are being reshaped by globalization and gentrification.  Although many streets 
have been revitalized by new waves of migrant entrepreneurs, the actions of local government and changing 
consumers' tastes exert pressure to upscale the shops, and change the character of both the street and the 
city. 
 
Readers will be able to upload their own shopping street research on the book's website, and watch short 
videos shot on Orchard Street on the Lower East Side of Manhattan and in Tianzifang in Shanghai. 
 
For details and e-inspection copies, see http://tandf.net/books/details/9781138023932/ 
and please browse the Routledge book exhibit at the ASA meetings in Chicago. 
 


